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By Hiroyuki Minamino

The change in lute playing from the monophonic ensemble style using the plectrum-plucking technique to the polyphonic solo style using the finger-plucking technique took place sometime in the mid 15th century. Once this had happened the performance of polyphonic compositions arranged for solo lute required the lutenist-composers' understanding of the counterpoint of the composition before it could be performed. The lutenist-composers needed to record what they composed and to remember it for future performance. These requirements resulted in the invention of a notation system suitable for this purpose. Consequently several types of lute tablature were devised in the third and fourth quarters of the fifteenth century.

Lute tablature is a pitch-less notation. Since it uses ciphers to tell the lutenist where to stop the strings on particular frets, the player can produce the required notes without knowing which musical notes he is playing but simply by following their locations on the lute fingerboard. This notational system exempted the lutenists from acquiring a theoretical foundation in music and led directly to performance of music itself. Thus, lute tablature must have greatly contributed to the rapid growth of performance of polyphonic compositions on the solo lute among both musically literate and illiterate lutenists.

The practice of playing from lute tablature was widely adopted in Renaissance society shortly after the tablature notation was invented. Although the lute instructions written in the 16th century are silent about this aspect of performance practice, the iconographical sources assist us to understand how the 16th-century lutenists used tablature to play from. A series of early 16th-century Franco-Flemish paintings depicting Mary Magdalene before and after her conversion, for instance, shows us the symbolic meaning of the lute as well as practical performance practice. In one of these paintings attributed to the so-called Master of the Female Half-Lengths, Mary Magdalene is in the act of playing a lute reading from a single sheet of music. The music depicted in the painting is the two-voiced intabulation of a Parisian chanson “Si j’ayme mon amy” notated in French lute tablature.

Another painting of Mary Magdalene attributed to Jan van Hemessen (or Jan van Amstel?) depicts three (or four) lute compositions, two (or three) on a bound lute book and one on a sheet of paper, all notated in French lute tablature. The compositions in the lute book are the three-voice intabulation of a French chanson “Hels je l’ay aymee” and an unidentified intabulation, while the one on the sheet is a dance-like piece. Mary Magdalene is holding a lute on her lap and turning a page of the lute book. An anonymous Flemish painting of about 1530 depicts Mary Magdalen in the act of reading a book. Her musical activities, lute playing and possibly singing, are put aside, which can be seen by the open lute case that signifies the returning of the instrument. The symbolism of the painting is her conversion and the rejection of worldly frivolities and pleasures. A bound lute book is now useless and left on a table. The reminiscence of her past is symbolized by the choice of the vocal model for the two-voiced intabulation of an erotic Flemish chanson “O waerde moni” notated in French lute tablature. The musical compositions depicted in these paintings of Mary Magdalen are intabulations of polyphonic music that require a notation capable of presenting all the voices in one stave.

Where, how and in what condition did the painters such as the Master of the Female Half-Length, Jan van Hemessen, and anonymous Flemish master acquire the lute music they painted? Hemessen’s painting of Mary Magdalene depicts four pages of tablature for solo lute on a bound lute book and one page on a sheet of paper placed underneath a closed book. The pages are filled with tablature symbols, each page apparently starting with a new piece, with no copying errors or erasures. This indicates the painter’s systematic plan of painting the pieces from the already existing tablatures. Therefore, the painter’s workshop must have possessed some bound manuscripts and single sheets of lute music in case the subject of a painting necessitated such an addition. That the lute music depicted is the result of an accumulation of sheets of lute tablature of various origins is suggested by the differences in size and notation between the compositions in the book and the composition in the sheet. The former pieces...
are notated on five five-line tablature staves with the alphabets written on the lines, while the latter piece is notated on four five-line staves with the alphabets written between the lines. A number of 16th-century paintings depict singers and instrumentalists who hold a sheet or sheets of music paper rolled up or crumpled in their hands. A portrait of the Augsburg lutenist Melchior Newislder on the title page of his lute book entitled *Teutsch Lautenbuch*, published in Strasbourg in 1574, for instance, holds with his left hand a music paper on which some notes in mensural notation are written while holding with his right hand the neck of a lute. That mensural notation is preferred over lute tablature in an illustration for the title page of a lute book may symbolize Newislder's knowledge of music theory as well as his ability to make intabulations of polyphonic music.

Newislder's example as well as the series of paintings that depict Mary Magdalene may tell us the way the music compositions were transmitted and the manner in which they were performed in the 16th century. Indeed, music may have been noted as individual pieces in the form of a single sheet or sheets of papers which were used for performance. Antonfrancesco Doni in his *Dialogo della musica*, for instance, offers a description of a music-making scene in which his interlocutors are provided with individual pieces taken out of the *carnaiolo* (small repository or pouch) for performance.

Individual musical compositions were circulated among the composers, professional musicians, and the patrons of music, often enclosed in letters. Claudin de Sermisy's letter of about 1529, for instance, tells us that a motet “*Esti merci*” was sent with a letter to an Este agent to be delivered to the Duke of Ferrara. Antonfrancesco Doni speaks of sending a friend a madrigal enclosed in his letter. Theoretical writings and musical examples were also exchanged among theorists and musicians, perhaps page by page, section by section, or chapter by chapter.

Lute music was likewise circulated in the form of a sheet or sheets of papers often enclosed in letters sent to the lutenists' patrons or friends. Bartolomeo Tromboncino's letter of 1535 to the theorist Giovanni del Lago, for instance, shows that one of Tromboncino's compositions was sent to him with a letter. Tromboncino included only one composition, a frottola “*Se la mia morte brami*” arranged for solo voice and lute accompaniment; therefore it must have been in the form of sheets of paper. Lorenz Behheim sent his fellow German humanist Willibald Pirckheimer two “bassadanzas” by Giovan Maria Hebreo, together with some other instrumental music, in 1506. Melchior Newislder sent his “very good” (“gar guette”) German dances for solo lute enclosed in his letter to the future Wilhelm II of Bavaria. It is quite certain that Newislder sent his compositions to win the favour of his potential patron at the Bavarian court, considering his earlier attempt at his unsuccessful application for a position at the Stuttgart court in 1576.

Some existing lute manuscripts may be a remnant of the practice of circulating lute compositions in sheets or small quantities. A German manuscript of ca. 1510-1520 conserved in Freiburg (Convent des Capucins, Ms. Falk Z.105) contains a single piece of lute music, an intabulation of Hayne van Ghizheim's chanson “De tous biens plaine.” That the intabulation is notated in Italian lute tablature indicates that this intabulation originated in Italy and either brought back to Germany or sent from Italy. A manuscript compiled in Naples in the late 15th or early 16th century (Bologna University Library, MS. 596, HH 2-4) includes two pieces (probably for the viola da mano) and a tuning diagram all notated in Neapolitan viola da mano tablature. They form a unit, suggesting that the compiler of the manuscript copied them from a single source and providing evidence of the tuning diagram specifically included to instruct how to read Neapolitan tablature and to aid how to play the following pieces.

Professional and amateur lutenists bought lute pieces from agents or distributors. John Petre, a son of Sir William Petre of Ingestatere Hall in Essex, for instance, pursued lute as his pastime and spent a substantial amount of money for buying lutes, lute strings, a wooden box to store lute strings, and lute songs during the time as a law student at the Middle Temple between 1567 and 1570. Having equipped himself with lutes and lute strings, John tried to find some lute music. Back in 1562 his father Sir William Petre paid 2 shillings to “Mr. Lychefeld's man for bringing certain songs” to John. “Mr. Lychefeld” appears to have acted as an agent for Petre. In 1567 John paid 12 pence to “Mr. Litchefelds boye for bringying me a songe for the lute.” John bought from Mr. Pietro “a bookke for the lute and pickyng songs therin” for 20 shillings in 1567 and “songs for the lute” for the same amount in 1568. If the standard price for a song were about 1 shilling at the time, Petre would have acquired the total of about forty songs from Pietro who might have acted as a distributor or a copyist working for a *scriptorium*.

The *scriptoria* and individual copyists produced lute manuscripts and made business of disseminating music compositions. Pierre Alamire, an early 16th-century Flemish music scribe, produced manuscript books of polyphonic vocal music in great quantity. Mathew Holmes, a singing man at Christ Church, Oxford, in the late 16th century, made a group of manuscripts for solo lute, for broken consort, and for solo cittern. The *scriptoria* and professional copyists must have supplied lute music to its customers, perhaps copying out selected pieces from his repositories and selling them piece by piece in single sheets.

Some collectors and lutenists, both professional and amateur, accumulated a quite substantial amount of individual pieces over a period of years that were later bound together, a process that resulted in creating their own “manuscript books.” Some of the lute manuscripts in the possession of the Augsburg patrician and bibliophile Hans Heinrich Herwart, for instance, may be the result of this process. Several manuscripts preserved in the Bavarian State Library associated with Herwart “contain nearly 400 pieces copied by some 26 different scribes, and are unique remnants from the 16th century, a miscellany of sheet music for lute of diverse provenance in both time and place.” Each fascicle is a collection of folios and bifolios.” However, Herwart's case may be one of few exceptions for the accumulation of lute music in the 16th century, because the collector must have had good connections and financial means to collect lute compositions from various countries. That many of the music sheets were possibly not bound and therefore were easily torn or lost may account for the relatively small amount of the surviving music sheets compared with the number of surviving printed lute books and bound lute manuscripts. Some pieces from the manuscript books such as Her-
wart’s may have been disseminated to friends and acquaintances to various parts of Europe. Therefore, the collectors of lute music became an important part in the dissemination of lute pieces in the 16th century; they were not only receivers, but also became active suppliers.

Some extant lute manuscripts show signs of having once been used in connection with lute lessons taken by amateur musicians, where the lute pieces were directly acquired from their instructors. The most famous example is the manuscript compiled by a Vidal in Venice about 1517 that consists only of his teacher Vincenzo Capriola’s compositions, which were given to Vidal during his lute lessons; the manuscript is the only source that contains Capriola’s compositions. Perhaps Capriola gave Vidal piece by piece during their lessons, and Vidal later made a tutor by copying out the pieces into a single manuscript book. Vidal decorated his manuscript with illuminations in various colors, fearing that the manuscript come into the possession of some ignorant collector and hoping that his decoration would prevent its destruction.

Ambassadors, emissaries of foreign governments, or travelling merchants, monks or musicians became the mediators to disseminate the lute compositions that were otherwise unavilable because of geographical distance between the places or the lack of trading enterprises. A case in point is the acquisition of Italian lute music in early 16th-century England. In his letter of 1517, Sagudino, a member of the Venetian embassy in London, asked his friend Alvise Foscari in Venice to send him some pieces by “Zuan Maria” for exchange for some English music. This “Zuan Maria” is no doubt the celebrated Jewish lutenist Giovan Maria Hebro who was praised by the Roman humanist Paolo Cortesi as one of the most eminent lutenists on the polyphonic manner of lute playing.

It is reasonable to assume that Foscari tried to search for Giovani Maria’s lute compositions circulated in sheets of music. We do not know whether he accomplished his mission. Foscari could have been more successful if he tried to find a copy of Givan Maria’s lute book which Ottaviano Petrucci published as the third of his lute series with the title Intabulatura di liuto libro tertio in Venice in 1508, considering the fact that some copies of Petrucci’s third lute book appear to have been available when Ferdinand Columbus purchased a copy in Rome in 1512.34

The dissemination of lute music in the 16th century was a complex phenomenon. It was not a simple one-way traffic, as for example coming down from the composer to the public via the publisher. The lute compositions were more diversely disseminated and circulated, owing to a variety of artistic, financial, political, geographical, religious, as well as egotistic reasons. There is a variety of possible scenarios for the avenues from which both the professional and amateur lutenists could acquire the lute pieces; for instance:

- The lutenist/composers to their amateur patrons, friends and students
- The lutenist/composers to their fellow professional lutenists
- The amateur lutenist to the professional lutenists
- The lutenist/composers to his publishers or printers
- The professional and amateur collectors to other professional and amateur collectors
- The collectors to the publishers, and
- The publishers to the professional and amateur lutenists via printed books

The lute pieces were transmitted in various forms; single sheet or sheets, bound or unbound manuscripts, and bound or unbound print books. The surviving single sheets, manuscripts and print books tell us many stories how the lute compositions were circulated to the various parts of Europe throughout the times, often resulting in creating variants, corrupt versions, or parodies. The lute composition notated in the tablature sheet is the earliest manifestation in written form of the lutenist/composer’s musical expression during its nascent time. Because of the compactness of the size and form in which the composition is notated, its wider circulation can more easily be managed than manuscripts or prints. The collectors accumulated the single tablature sheets from various sources both in time and place and then bound them together or copied into larger manuscripts. The publishers also employed this method for their sources for print books. The professional and amateur lutenists copied the individual pieces from the print books into single sheets or into their manuscripts, thus completing the cycle of dissemination of lute music in the sixteenth century.35
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